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Keioui Keijaun �omas: Hands Up, Ass Out
June 6–July 18, 2021
at/with Participant Inc, New York
Wednesday–Sunday, noon–7pm appointments are re�uired

EVENTS
Performance Video - My Last American Dollar: FINAL RUN
July 12–July 17, 2021 on participanta�erdark.art

New Work Premiere - Come Hell or High Femmes, 2021, in three acts
24 Hour video premiere of Act 3. & Act 2.
One Night Only / July 17, 11:59 PM–July 18, 11:59 PM EST
on participanta�erdark.art

Come Hell or High Femmes:

Act 3. I Looked Up at the Sky and I, Imagined All of the S�ars Were My Sisters, 2021

Act 2. �e Last Trans Femmes on Earth: Dripping Doll Ener�!, 2021

Act 1. She From Flurda, but some Call Ha Florida, (forthcoming)

EXHIBITION INFORMATION
Hands Up, Ass Out is New York-based artist Keioui Keijaun �omas’ �rst long-form solo
exhibition, representing the culmination of a body of work spanning six years, from 2014–2020.
Amassed from iterations of writing, image-making, performances, and choreographies, this
exhibition maps �omas’ journey toward self-a�rmed transcendence from the tokenization that
exploits and oppresses young, talented, and femme black people. Hands Up, Ass Out celebrates
this long-term project in its fragmented totality, while manifesting �omas’ forthcoming body of
work, a moment of which will premiere on PARTICIPANT AFTER DARK on the last day of the
exhibition.

�e body of work, and this exhibition, is structured into three intersecting successions of partial
performance archives:

1 - �e Poetics of Trespassing. Part 1. Absent Whiteness, Part 2. Looking While Seeing �rough, Part 3. Sweet
like Honey, Black like Syrup — contemplating a passage without utterance. �e body and its voice
are consumed in and by labor. It’s working for you.

2 - Dis�ance is Not Separation. Section 1. Selective Seeing: Corners, You, Section 2: Painted Images, Colored
Symbols: SHE’S HARD, SHE Q — the body appears in sports; the body is a cheerleader. It’s twerking
for you, and �nding its voice.
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3 - My Last American Dollar. Round 1. Tricking and Flipping Coins: Making Dollars Hi�, Round 2. Black
Angels in the Infield: Dripping Fa�ot Swea�, Round 3. Whatchu Gonna Do: Marvelous like Marva — she’s
ready. She’s found her voice, in all its capacity. Can you hear her? Her body is serving. Will you
catch her when she falls? An evolution toward making and holding space for the people �omas is
making her work for. �is is for us.

�omas’ multidisciplinary practice is rooted in her writing, which spawned the images, videos,
sounds, sculptures, performance iterations, choreographies, ephemera and archival material in this
exhibition. Assembled on-site and including location-speci�c materials, like used co�ee �lters and
envelopes from their exhibition venue, �omas’ installations and sculptures serve as archives of the
bureaucracy surrounding the staging of her performances.

From parts, to sections, to rounds — subjugation to emancipation — �our turns to confetti: shiny,
metal shields of re�ective color; silence into self-congratulating cheers; absence into agency, and
presence. By simultaneously embodying the young, black body; the young, black, and gi�ed body;
and the young, black, gi�ed, and femme body, �omas’ passage, throughout this exhibition, invites
the possibility for an eventual, collective release even if for a short moment.

Final Note: As a gesture of self-preservation and ownership, and to maintain agency over the
consumption and historicization of her work and body, �omas doesn't have a website of her own.
Her work and archive are held by the artist, only shared with those she trusts who personally
approach her for access. Fragments o� �omas’ work exist online, accessible to the public as
documentation on the websites of the various art institutions and festivals that have hosted
�omas and her performances. �e work’s legacy lives with the people it has touched and who have
lived/will live to witness it.

ARTIST BIO
Keioui Keijaun �omas (b. 1989, based in Brooklyn, New York) creates live performance and
multimedia installations that address blackness outside of a codependent, binary structure of
existence. Her work investigates the histories, symbols, and images that construct notions of Black
identity within black personhood. �e materials employed by �omas function as tools, objects,
and structures to compose a visual language that can be read, observed, and repeated within
spatial, temporal, and sensorial environments. �rough movement and matter, �omas
deconstructs, and reconstructs notions of visibility, hyper-visibility, passing, trespassing,
eroticized, and marginalized representations of black bodies in relation to disposable labor,
domestic service, and notions of thingness. Her performances combine rhapsodic layers of live and
recorded voice, reciting her own poetry and slipping between various modes of address, to explore
the pleasures and pressures of dependency, care, and support. �omas underscores the endurance
and intimacy that care work demands from those expected to perform it — predominantly black
women, black femmes, and people of color. By centering self and communal care in real-time,
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�omas’ practice aims to build bridges of understanding, and community, to create safer spaces
for black people and people of color.

�omas is the inaugural winner of the �ueer|Art 2020 Illuminations Grant for Black Trans
Women Visual Artists and the Franklin Furnace Fund Recipient for 2018. She earned her Masters
degree from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and her BFA with Honors from the School
o� Visual Arts in New York City. �omas has presented work nationally and internationally at
ANTI - Contemporary Art Festival, Kuopio, Finland (2019); Fierce Festival, Birmingham, Uk
(2019); Skopje Pride �ueer Arts Festival, Skopje, Macedonia (2020); �e Rhubarb Festival,
Toronto, Canada (2020); Time Based Arts Festival, Portland, Oregon (2016); Dweller Festival,
Brooklyn, NY (2020); Rapid Pulse Performance Art Festival, Chicago, IL (2016); SPILL Festival of
Performance, Ipswich, UK (2014); Out of Site Festival, Chicago, IL (2014). Solo Performances at
Housing NY, Brooklyn, NY (2016); �e Knockdown Center, New York, NY (2018), Performance
Space UK, Folkestone, UK (2016); Human Resources, Los Angeles, CA (2015). Selected group
exhibitions held at Broad Museum, Los Angeles, CA ( 2017); Station Museum of Contemporary
Art, Houston, TX (2018); New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York, NY (2018); Human
Resources, Los Angeles, CA (2018); Arnol�ni, Bristol, UK (2019); Performance Space, New York,
NY (2019); Wrightwood 659, Chicago, IL (2019); Artist Space, New York, NY (2018); EXPO
Chicago, Chicago, IL, (2015); Links Hall, Chicago, IL (2014); Montréal, arts interculturels (MAI),
Montreal, �uebec (2019); �e Knockdown Center, New York, NY (2017); �éâtre de la Ville, Paris,
France (2015); Catinca Tabacaru Gallery, New York, NY (2018); De�brillator Performance
Gallery, Chicago, IL (2013); Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA (2018); Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA, 2018; ISSUE Project Room, New York, NY (2018), Performatorium 5,
Saskatchewan, Regina, Canada (2016); New Normal, Istanbul, Turkey & Beirut, Lebanon (2017);
Encuentro 2016, Santiago, Chile (2016); and Centro Cultural del México Contemporaneo, México
City (2016).
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